Spanish Language - Level 2
Training Course
Course Language

Course Duration

Spanish Level 2 – Intermediate Spanish
English / Spanish

Total Number of hours 24
Time 5 pm – 8 pm
Days : 2 days a week : Mon, Wed

Course Description:

Course Objectives

This course is for students who have successfully completed
Level I (Spanish for Beginners) or have a basic knowledge of
Spanish. It has been designed to expand basic vocabulary,
improve pronunciation, conversational skills and the cultural
understanding of the Hispanic world. Language proficiency
will be achieved by group work, oral exercises, and other class
activities that develop communicative competence.

Course Key Topic Area Includes:

Course Content

This course will begin with a review of Level I and will continue
with an introduction of more regular and irregular verbs,
personal preferences (likes and dislikes and food and drinks),
stem-changing verbs, the start of a personal diary and daily
routine, the near future, and an introduction to Reflexive
Verbs, Past Tenses and Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns.
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At the end of the program the trainees will be able to:

Learning
Outcomes

•engage in conversations dealing with everyday situations
•ask for and respond to information about events and
activities mainly in the present and in the past
•understand and talk about where, when, and how often
activities take place
•use basic-intermediate vocabulary on a variety of topics,
such as: school, family, food and drinks, the body, clothing,
means of transport, colors, hobbies, weather, places, and
animals
•understand short written passages, extract specific
information from texts such as simple brochures, guides,
letters, to compose messages, letters, short compositions
•answer general questions about themselves and their family
surroundings
•write a personal diary with information about themselves,
their family, work, activities, likes and dislikes and hobbies.
•express future actions using a basic future structure
General Course Learning Outcomes
By the end of this course the students will have the ability to:
•Understand the main points of a conversation in Spanish
using also past tenses.
•Engage in conversation about topics they are familiar with or
which are related to aspects of daily life (work, travel,
hobbies, home and family) using mostly present and past
tenses, stem-changing verbs and reflexive actions.
•Write simple coherent texts about topics they are familiar
with.
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Target Audience

This course is for students who have taken Level 1 (Spanish for
Beginners) , an equivalent course or have the basic knowledge
of the Spanish language
A placement test is available to determine the respective level
of a student.

Instructor Details
& Brief Instructor
Bio

Name: Mr. Enrique Castro
Enrique Castro, MA, LLB, Alberta-Canada Teaching Certificate
Enrique graduated as a lawyer in Peru before moving to Canada to
undertake a Master of Arts degree in Spanish at the University of Alberta
in Edmonton. He also holds a Teaching Certificate in the Province of
Alberta in Canada, and a New Zealand Teaching Credential. Enrique has

over 25 years of experience teaching the Spanish language. He has
taught at the University and at the high school levels, including the
Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Extension at the University of Alberta,
the College of Languages and Translation at King Saud University and
the American International School of Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, Wanganui
College in New Zealand, and Grant MacEwan University College in
Edmonton, Canada.

Course Fees

QAR 1700
15% discount for online payment
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